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Just as there are more and more 
underground musicians prepared to admit 
to a hankering after the clunky pop sounds 
from the late 1970s to the mid-80s, there’s 
also an increased tolerance for consuming 
music on the clunkiest format of the same 
period: the audio cassette. Cassette labels 
are never going to find favour with main 
street stockists, though, so the medium will 
remain resolutely under the radar. 
Inaugurated during 2008, Britain’s 
Tapeworm imprint has been commissioning 
new work specifically for tapes that are 
released in barcode-free editions of 250, 
with simple white covers, several featuring a 
new illustration by The Wire cartoonist 
Savage Pencil. Inaugurated with Spool by 
Philip Jeck, featuring the turntablist on solo 
bass, the Tapeworm has so far disgorged 
around a dozen artefacts, available from its 
own website and from the Touch HQ. It’s a 
wide range of material – recalling, in fact, 
the output of the Touch label itself in the 
early days – that has so far included spoken 
word by Jean Baudrillard and Derek Jarman, 
sonic art by Stephen O’Malley and Simon 
Fisher Turner, and tempestuous avant blat 
from The Van Patterson Quartet and Savage 
Pencil & Sharon Gal’s duo Meltaot. 

“The idea is to showcase work created 
specifically for a fantastic format,” says a 
spokesman for the anonymous Tapeworm 
collective, “from artists who have thought 
about the format and what formatting means 
in this era, and to present these audio 
pieces in harmoniously designed cases 
featuring illustrations by people we also 
admire.” For the Tapeworm crew, the 
attraction of the cassette is its “non-digital 
awkwardness; the clunk; the effort required 
of the listener, an enforcement of A versus B; 
listening to music as a sequence; size and 
dimensions; its memory…” And those with 
longer memories will recall the crucial role 
the cassette formerly played in the 
dissemination of an experimental music 
culture, in the decade immediately preceding 
the advent of the internet. For years, a huge 
international postal tape network existed 
quite outside of recognised delivery 
channels, keeping such uncompromising 
music alive among a devoted hardcore of 
listeners and composers. Tapeworm have 
come up with a boutique version, celebrating 
a demanding medium as the perfect carrier 
of challenging audio. 

Hot on the heels of Haven’t I Seen You 
Before by Macro-Rec’s Techno conceptualist 
Stefan Goldmann and Lasse Marhaug & Jon 
Wesseltoft’s Tongues Of Mt Meru duo, this 
month sees the release of Autodigest’s A 
Compressed History Of Every Bootleg Ever 
Recorded, and Swedish artist Leif Elggren’s 
All Animals Are Saints, a speech tape made 
last year. As the Worm puts it: “Hiss to the 
fore, baby!”  tapeworm.org.uk
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“I try to think beyond good and evil,” says Czech 
composer Petr Kofroñ about his new album 12 
Monsters. “I answer only to my own question: which 
12 celebrities of the 20th century are most important 
for me?” Kofroñ’s pantheon includes Lenin, Hitler, 
“lunatics” like Ed Wood (“the first proclaimer of a 
motto that Art does not have to be good but can be 
stupid”), Church of Satan founder Anton LaVey and a 
rather more benign creature, Bill Gates (“a herald of 
new communication”).

On most tracks Kofroñ takes the voices of his 
subjects as “pure audio material” to be manipulated 
and commented upon. “Anton LaVey” features a 
recording of a black mass; though the words are 
incomprehensible, the blasts of static, dark currents 
of sound and cartoonish voice manipulation are  
disquieting in themselves. Al Capone’s voice is edited 
to sound like it was synthetically produced, and it is 
framed by a cacophony of percussion and gunshots; 
and David Rockefeller’s speech is converted into MIDI. 
Bill Gates’s voice, meanwhile, is elongated to sound 
like he is singing, although Kofroñ falls a little short of 
his aim to make him “sound like Tom Waits”. 

On “Elvis Presley”, however, the King’s voice is 
absent. In its place Kofroñ extracted his musical 
components from passages between the verses. “I 
found what nobody noticed in the song,” he says. “A 
few chords in the piano interlude, choral vocals... I 
looked where the material will lead me. And that led 
to something very nostalgic and a feeling that Elvis is 
still here with us.”

A conductor, composer and author by trade, Kofroñ 
founded The Agon Orchestra in 1983 to play and 
record music by the Czech avant garde. Their recent 

CD Passion Play stretches their remit to include 
Prague underground rock veterans Plastic People Of 
The Universe, who collaborated with them on a new 
version of Plastic People’s second album, the original 
tapes of which were smuggled out of the former 
Czechoslovakia and pressed up in the West in 1978. 
Presently, Kofroñ is also director of the Plzen Opera 
House, where he pursues an adventurous programme 
alongside standard classical repertoire. Exemplifying 
his interest in “low quality” sound sources, the 
eerie settings of 12 Monsters take his music even 
further out to the margins. Kofroñ partly attributes 
this creative liberation to the internet. “There is 
no need to invent anything,” he marvels. “Just a 
need to browse sites like YouTube, and when I fancy 
something I download it. And then I watch what my 
computer offers with its programmes. Sometimes I’ll 
be surprised by the computer.”

Did working with their voices change what he felt 
about his 20th century monsters? “Rather I watched 
with amusement as some material ‘interpreted’ 
individual personalities,” he responds. “I think it is 
a kind of humility for the composer to keep out of 
the way, just to see what the material says to the 
individual personalities.”

The way Kofroñ vocoders the voice of one “heroic 
giant”, “VI Lenin”, over mid-tempo beats, drones and 
appropriately grandiose melodies suggests a hiphop 
influence. “Some time ago I liked drum ’n’ bass very 
much,” he says. “But more than that I tried to do 
something in my own style, looking at what my musical 
thinking has produced after 40 years working in the 
avant garde.”  blackpointmusic.cz
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